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WHY CHOOSE POWER BI MONITORING FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION:

Power BI is an immense set of tools and services that require a strategic approach to mitigate risks and
optimize performance. It’s virtually impossible without proactive monitoring and diligent management.

POWER BI MONITORING
MEASURE THE ADOPTION OF POWER BI
AND ENFORCE GOVERNANCE

(+ 48) 783 400 778

Power BI Monitoring is a service that helps organizations fully understand and
control all the extensive functionalities of Power BI. With Power BI Monitoring by
Astral Forest, you’ll efficiently manage infrastructure, user base expansion,
licenses, reports, and data sources to ensure organizational resilience and
maintain competitive advantage.

05 Identify key contributors and
frequently accessed reports. 06 Track lineage of your data and

make sure it refreshes correctly

07
Enhance security with visibility
into row-level security within
datasets. 

01 Gain insights into the cost and
utilization of Power BI licenses. 02 Identify and optimize unused

resources to maintain efficiency. 03
Track user activities to ensure
adherence to organizational
policies. 

04
Safeguard data integrity with
robust security and access
management. 

10
Deep dive into report structures
with visibility into columns and
DAX calculations. 

11 12
Monitor key performance
indicators with dedicated cards
for activity and user insights. 

Visualize usage patterns through
intuitive charts based on time,
role, or location. 

09
Receive tailored
recommendations to optimize
your Power BI infrastructure. 

08
Stay abreast of the latest updates
in tenant settings for optimal
performance. 

Our solution leverages the power of Power BI and
Graph API queries to seamlessly retrieve data
from the Power BI Service. These APIs manage
access and interaction across data platforms,
including Azure and the Power BI Portal.
Subsequently, utilizing Azure Data Factory, we
ensure smooth data loading into the Azure SQL
Database. Here, meticulous processing and
transformation occur, culminating in the creating
of comprehensive Power BI Monitoring reports.

Deployed within your Azure tenant, our solution offers unparalleled flexibility, allowing you to tailor it precisely to
your organization's unique requirements.

Unlock the full potential of Power BI Solutions today and steer your organization toward data-driven success
with a custom-made solution and a dedicated team.

Note - As per Microsoft documentation - some metrics will expose names, email addresses of users who have access to Power BI Service 


